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ABSTRACT

found its upper bound of training error; 3) the upper bound
could be continuously reduced through the boosting process.

Listwise approach is an important method to solve practical

Then, we provide a simple theoretical analysis on our

Web search problem in learning to rank. In this paper, we

proposed algorithm and choose a standard data set, which

first analyze the practical Web search problem and construct

can closely describe practical Web search, to verify our

the model to solve it. Then we propose an algorithm called

analysis.
The

DiffRank which can apply boosting technology to learning

rest

paper

is

organized

as

follows.

Section

2

to rank in listwise. Through theoretical analysis, we prove

introduces the definition of problem. Section 3 presents our

that the upper bound of training error can be reduced in our

proposed algorithm and its analysis. Experimental results

proposed algorithm. The experimental results further verify

are provided in Section 4.

our theoretical analysis and demonstrate that our approach
can better perform in practical Web search than other state

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

of-the-art listwise algorithms.
We first illustrate a Web search instance using learning to
Keywords-learning to rank, boosting, DiffRank

rank and its training data set. Instead of traditional empirical
methods

1. INTRODUCTION

of

content-based

(BM25)

and

link-based

(PageRank), retrieving a set of documents and their ranks
will only depend on a fixed number of primary document

Ranking is a central part of many information retrieval
problem, including document retrieval, Web search. Along
with the increasing demand in Web search for ranking
massive retrieved objects, learning to rank has intensively

features, such as the referred number in other Websites,
term frequency, title relevance degree etc. When a user
types

in

keywords

as

the

query

to

inquire

related

information, search engine will feedback the query and

gained attention in recent years. Learning to rank aims at

retrieve

using machine learning technologies to get a ranking model

Therefore, we can abstract the process of the Web search

which can appropriately describe ranking for groups of

and create the training data set.

objects. Generally, in the learning phase, the ranking model
is trained by a fixed number of features (which describe an
object) and a large amount of training data (that contain lots
of objects).

Previous work in [1, 2] categories

learning to rank into three groups, pointwise, pairwise and
listwise approaches. Meanwhile, it is points out in [1] that
existing

pointwise

and

pairwise

Ranking SVM [3] and RankNet

approaches,

such

as

[4], have their inherent

deficiencies in consideration of query level information.
Therefore listwise approach has been the main learning to

Let

xV)

through kinds of evaluation measures. Many methods have
In

this

paper,

we

propose a

new

algorithm

called

DiffRank inspired by Adaboost in listwise. We try to
overcome three major difficulties, i.e., 1) how to provide a
new loss function which can achieve the boosting object
from weak rank to strong rank; 2) the loss function can be
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to

their

major

features.

be the document space, where

is the j-th document in the set
be the ground truth space,

x . Let
�here

represents the true ranking order in the i-th query. As

we have introduced above, each document has fixed number
of features, that is, x )
is a feature vector which a

�

dimension denotes to one of primary features. Thus, the
training set S can be described as S

=

(X, y) H xU),y(i) W' .
=

We aim to establish a ranking model with the form

F(X)

Listwise approach has several distinct advantages. First, it

been proposed including ListNet [2] and ListMLE [5].

X 1 xU) ,X(2) ,.", xlNq) �

y 1yU) ,y(2i,. ..,ylNq) �

takes the query level information instead of the pointwise
and pairwise ranking; second, it naturally reflects the real

according

is the retrieved document set corresponding to the i-th

query and

rank approach.

Web search instances; third, it can be directly optimized

documents

=

{� )

sor

aWhW

=

(

)

1
m
sort HW- +a hw ,

where M is the dimension number, h

m

is the weak ranking

orders corresponding to m-th feature, aW is the weight value
1
m
for weak ranker h , Hw- is the ranking scores at (m-l-th
" i
feature and equals to
a h , and sort is the sort

� :�,j

function in which the higher score can be arranged in a
higher rank.
Then, we propose a new loss function. In learning to rank,
especially listwise approach, optimization objects focus on
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placing the items which own higher query level relevance

{� amhm J.

F(X) = sor

scores upon the top. The higher rank, the higher relevance
score. So we define our proposed evaluation function at the
m-th feature:

Eva!

m

where

�f),m

q
=""
�� t>JI: ).m
ij

i>-j-

A�

We first initialize distribution D at the very beginning of
the algorithm. V (called volume factor) which equals to

,

equals to

is the ranking scores' difference value

where

between rank i andj.
For

optimizing

ranking,

we

changed

the

evaluation

function to loss function which is like the following form

[
[

]

1

Nq

+

M

1

,�

represents the all possible situations

.

1

is an indicator function.

Then, DiffRank generates a weak ranking order

hm for

boosting in each round. In previous works, there are some
methods for building weak ranker. Here, we propose the
simplest method to construct the weak ranker, that is,

Loss =II exp __ (l1H)pm)
m
Uq
i>-j,
,
1
=II exp __ (l1H)f),m-l al1h�q),m)
Uq
i>-j,
where U is the normalization factor for I1h�q),m .
q
Nq

;,

that can trigger our calculation on rank's difference value,

judging the general order (descending or ascending) with a

hm , we
am for hm , calculate the current ranking
Um and update the distribution Dm

specific feature. Once getting the weak ranking order

]

calculate the weight
scores

•

In the rest of the section, we will analyze DiffRank's
upper bound of training error so that we can guarantee the
continuous optimizing in the boosting process.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.2. Theoretical analysis

3.1. Proposed algorithm

In Section 2, we have mentioned that ranking prefers to
place the items which obtain higher scores on the top rank

Within the framework provided in [6], we propose DiffRank

positions. Thus, we define the basic rule for general ranking

which can be predicted its upper bound of training error in

problem.

each boosting step.

Dermition 1. If item iis ranked higher than item), item i
must receive the higher ranking scores than itemJ: then we

Input: S=

call it as practical ranking error and use an indicator

(X,Y) = {(xi,yJ(:

function

1
Imba
.. l'lze DO =V

Now we give the upper bound for DiffRank.

Theorem 1. In DiffRank, expected ranking error in training

For m=1 to M
Get weak ranking order
Calculate weight

am

am

hm

according to the m-th feature

phrase is bounded by:

�I I
i>-V
Nq

Dm-l f.hqqm,/Uq
"
Un-l Mm,/Uq
"
i>j

1 + ""
L..L.. qg
_--:A=·.�=-=>
i =-j _ __--,---_
1
----,-= -In
""
2
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Cfg
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Proof:

.d:�),m =
1/

Calculate Hm

ql/

where
End For

(jlj

zm

1

i'!.Hi/<O

�

rr zm
In=1

� q),m-l exp (_am A h(" q),m/U ) exp (_�
. T,.{(I' q),m/Uq)
q =
Zm
v
Zm

V'

'-'

(!

(!

rr
In=1

1
0,,=

/

q ,m U
Clearly, 1 il
Hij<O � exp (-� ) / q) , where we set
q
exp (-� ),m / U ) as loss function. Here, wejust consider
q

Update Distribution Dm

.On

1 il
Hij<O to quantify the error number.

exp(-aMf'/Uq )
zm

the situations when i>-j:

(jlj

�±;

is a normalization factor

Output ranking model:

��±;

exp

( _�/),m /Uq) � D Zm

can be eliminated in boosting process so that we can
optimize the ranking error in the training process.

Fig.1 DiffRank
DiffRank does not require any additional parameters
the ranking model

�

In Theorem 1, we must choose an appropriate weight a

{� amhm J

(X,Y) = {( xi,yi) r"

M!;l),m<o

to guarantee the upper bound holds, and the upper bound

F(X) = sor

except training data set S=

1

to obtain

Theorem 2. To minimize the ranking error in the training
process,
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am

should be assigned to:

am

=

1+ "" dq)·m-l ;\"h(q)·m/U
L.L. 1/
If
q
I
i� /
_--:N=q=-=
_ _
-In
=-----;--;-----:- -;-;- ;-2
1-"" d,q),m-l ;\"h(q),m/U
�� '/
fJ
q
Nq r
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The proof is omitted here, which is similar to
that in [7]. The approach is targeted at
classification problem.

for ranking objects, we can accurately obtain the
ranking model to describe the ranking.
4.3. Comparison of results
We

choose

some

state-of-the-art

listwise

algorithms,

SVMmap [8], ListMLE and FeatureRank[9], to compare with
DiffRank The results are shown in Table. I.
We use kendall- T

4. EXPERIMENT

to quantify the whole ranking error

and top-10 resistance rate to describe ranking accuracy in

4.1. Dataset

top-10. We choose the first 5% of the retrieved documents

We choose a standard dataset MQ2008-list in LETOR 4.0

train DiffRank

to train SVM-MAP, and consider first 50 ranking status to
to implement our experiments. In the dataset, retrieved

Table.l Perfonnance on MQ2008-list

documents have already been assigned with a fixed number
of features, and each document belongs to related queries.
Besides, MQ2008-list organizes the data from TREC (Text
REtrieval Conference) 2008 which collects the source data
from practical Web search.

kendall- r

top-10 resistance rate

SVM-MAP

0.204

0.207

ListMLE

0.294

0.099

FeatureRank

0.208

0.322

DiffRank

0.134

0.336

In the table, DiffRank has the lowest loss on kendall- r

4.2. Training error

and highest ranking accuracy on top-10 resistance rate. The
As we have mentioned in Section 3, we calculate the upper

results show that DiffRank has a great improvement on both

bound of training error in DiffRank and trace the value on

whole ranking situation and top ranking accuracy.

each round in boosting process. The results are shown in
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